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Multidisciplinary approach

First Contact Restaging After surgery

• interdisciplinary approach for decision-making in cancer care

• originally intended to educate health care professionals

• positively affectes the quality of medical service and clinical outcomes



Cancer complexity in the 21st Century

Epidemiology
Disease evolution and outcomes
Resistance
Adverse events to therapies- QOL

Modified from F. Calvo



§Omics Guided Oncology

§Omics Guided Radiotherapy

§Image Omics Guided Radiotherapy

4

How OMICS integrates the Multidisciplinary Approach?



Early diagnosis/familiarity
(Lynch syndrome, BRCA breast and ovarian)

PROGNOSIS

PERSONALIZED treatments
Molecular Targeted Drugs

OMICS for Precision Oncology



Molecular Tumor Board
3.2. Molecular characteristics of patients showed
variable and complex molecular portfolios

All molecular profiling reports performed by clinical-
grade laboratories for each patient were evaluated dur-
ing the MTB discussion. Tissue NGS was performed
in 47 patients at four different laboratories and
cfDNA analysis was performed in 30 patients at two
laboratories (Table 1).

From tissue NGS of CRCs (N = 47), TP53 was the
most commonly altered gene (85% [40/47]) followed
by APC (72% [34/47]), KRAS (57% [27/47]), PIK3CA
(19% [9/47]), and SMAD4 (17% [8/47]) (Fig. 2A).
Alterations detected by tissue NGS included muta-
tions, deletions, amplifications, insertions and multiple
aberrations of genes.

Among CRCs with blood-derived cfDNA profiling
(N = 30), the most commonly altered genes were TP53
(63% [19/30]) followed by KRAS (43% [13/30]), APC

(33% [10/30]), MYC (20% [6/30]), and EGFR (20%
[6/30]) (Fig. 2B). Alterations detected by cfDNA pro-
filing included mutations, deletions, amplifications and
multiple aberrations of genes.

3.3. Patients who were matched to therapy had
longer PFS than those with unmatched therapy

Among the 51 evaluable colorectal cancer patients, 34
(67%) were matched to ! 1 drug recommended by the
MTB. The remaining 17 patients received an
unmatched therapy following MTB discussion.

Patients who received matched therapy had signifi-
cantly improved PFS when compared to patients who
received unmatched therapy (HR, 0.53; 95% CI, 0.28–
0.99; P = 0.048 [univariate analysis]) (Fig. 3A). The
association between matched patients and improved
PFS remained significant after multivariate analysis
(HR, 0.41; 95% CI, 0.21–0.81; P = 0.01) (Table 2). In

(A) (B)

Fig. 2. Frequency of characterized genomic alterations from tissue NGS and cfDNA of colorectal cancer. (A) Alterations identified by tissue

NGS (N = 47). Alterations present in ! 4% of patients were included. (B) Alterations identified by cell-free DNA (N = 30). Alterations present

in ! 3% of patients were included. Colored bars show the percent of patients with the specific type of genomic alteration for each gene.

Multiple aberrations indicates that some patients harbored multiple types of alterations (e.g. mutation, deletion, insertion) within the same

gene.
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contrast, matched patients exhibited no significant
improvement in OS when compared to unmatched
patients (HR, 0.85; 95% CI, 0.41–1.76; P = 0.659 [uni-
variate analysis]) (Fig. 3B). Notably, of the 17
unmatched patients, four patients died upon progres-
sion of disease from initial treatment (i.e., date of pro-
gression equals the date of death). However, 8 (62%)
of the remaining 13 patients whose disease progressed
on their initial unmatched therapy, were subsequently
switched by their treating physician to the matched
targeted therapy that was originally recommended by
the MTB (potentially confounding the OS).

Similar to previous studies, we stratified patients
who exhibited stable disease (SD) ! 6 months, partial
response (PR), or complete response (CR), based on
RECIST criteria, as having clinical benefit (SD
! 6 months/PR/CR) from treatment, whereas patients
who had progressive disease (PD), or stable disease
< 6 months, were categorized as not having clinical
benefit [23,31]. Subsequently, patients who received
matched therapies showed a trend towards a higher
rate of clinical benefit (41% [13/32]) when compared
to patients who received unmatched therapies (18%
[3/17]) (odds ratio [OR], 0.21; 95% CI, 0.04–1.06;
P = 0.058; multivariate analysis; Table 3 and Fig. 4).

4. Discussion

The MTB experience at the University of California,
San Diego Moores Cancer Center demonstrated the use

of molecular profiling technologies to characterize and
treat advanced CRC. Multiple clinical-grade testing
modalities, including tissue NGS, blood-derived
cfDNA, mRNA and IHC were evaluated and facilitated
the MTB discussion. Molecular profiling of 51 patients
with metastatic CRC revealed genomic alterations simi-
lar in type and frequency to previous reports of common
alterations in CRC (Fig. 2) [5–8]. Ultimately, 34 (67%)
of 51 patients were matched and treated with ! 1 drug
recommended by the MTB, while the remaining 17
(33%) patients were treated with unmatched therapy.

Overall, matched patients had significantly longer
PFS when compared to unmatched patients. Further-
more, in multivariate analysis, matched therapy
was independently associated with improved PFS
(P = 0.01) and a trend towards improved clinical bene-
fit rate (SD ! 6 months/PR/CR; P = 0.058; Tables 2
and 3). However, when comparing OS, there was no
significant difference between the matched and
unmatched groups. Importantly, upon further analysis,
we observed that 8/13 (62%) unmatched patients who
received treatment following progression on their
unmatched treatment regimen, in fact received
matched therapy for a subsequent therapy line. In this
case, the treating physician initially decided to use an
unmatched therapy, but upon disease progression,
opted to change treatment to the matched therapy that
was originally recommended by the MTB. This was
allowable because the MTB was considered advisory,
and the physicians could choose therapy at any time.

Fig. 3. Progression-free survival and overall survival in matched vs. unmatched patients. (A) Progression-free survival (PFS) in patients who

received matched vs. unmatched therapy (N = 51). Median PFS: whole cohort, 3.6 months (95% CI: 2.6–4.6); matched patients,

3.9 months (95% CI: 1.3–6.5); unmatched patients, 3.1 months (95% CI: 1.6–4.7). Hazard ratio (HR) calculated by univariate Cox regression.

(B) Overall survival (OS) in patients who received matched vs. unmatched therapy (N = 51). Median OS: whole cohort, 11.5 months (95%

CI: 6.5–16.5); matched patients, 9.3 months (95% CI: 3.9–14.7); unmatched patients, 13.1 months (95% CI: 0–27). Hazard ratio (HR)

calculated by univariate Cox regression. Notably, of the 17 unmatched patients, 4 patients died upon progression of disease from initial

treatment (i.e., date of progression equals the date of death). Of the remaining 13 unmatched patients, 8 (62%) received matched targeted

therapy following progression (potentially confounding the OS).
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There were a number of limitations to the current
study. First, this study represents a retrospective
review of real-world data from the MTB and is not a
randomized controlled trial. Therefore, because this
study was not a randomized controlled trial, we can-
not eliminate the possibility that higher matched
patients had a better prognosis. Second, this study had
a limited number of CRC patients derived from a lar-
ger cohort of patients with multiple types of cancer
who presented to the MTB [23]. Another limitation is
that some of the matches proposed by the MTB may
have had limited impact in CRC. For example, there
is some evidence that PARP inhibitors do not improve
outcomes in CRC patients with DNA damage repair
defects [32]. While previous reports on our MTB strat-
ified patients based on matching score, a percentage
that reflects the degree of molecular matching between
drugs and patient characteristics, our current study
considered only the dichotomization of matched versus
unmatched treatments, mainly due to the very small

number of patients who had high matching scores
(N = 7) [18,23].

5. Conclusions

In summary, the current study demonstrates the utility
of the MTB in characterizing and treating advanced
CRC by integrating multiple profiling modalities and
matching molecular alterations to drugs. Our patients
all had advanced disease with 63% (32 of 51) having
tumors that progressed on ! 3 systemic regimens.
Patients could be successfully matched to targeted
drugs, consistent with prior studies in CRC or to
immunotherapy agents, even in the presence of
microsatellite stable disease [33]. Patients treated with
matched versus unmatched therapies exhibited signifi-
cantly longer PFS and showed higher clinical benefit
rates. Of interest was that, overall survival was not
prolonged in patients who received matched versus
unmatched therapies, but this outcome parameter may
have been confounded by the sizable subgroup which
received a matched therapy following progression on
their unmatched regimen. Prospective trials such as
Personalized ANtibodies for GastroEsophageal Ade-
nocarcinoma (PANGEA) (NCT02213289) and
Colorectal and Liquid Biopsy Molecularly Assigned
Therapy (COLOMATE) (NCT03765736) are currently
underway to investigate the use of various molecular
profiling modalities and treatment matching strategies
[34,35]. In conclusion, our study suggests that a multi-
disciplinary MTB can be of benefit to patients with
refractory metastatic CRC. Future studies of larger
groups of patients examined prospectively are war-
ranted.
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Fig. 4. Clinical benefit rate (SD ! 6 months/PR/CR) in matched vs.

unmatched patients. Clinical benefit rate (SD ! 6 months/PR/CR) in

patients who received matched (13/32 (41%)) vs. unmatched (3/17

(18%)) therapy (N = 49*) (P = 0.058, multivariate analysis). *Two

patients were not included in this analysis because they had

ongoing stable disease that was < 6 months at last follow up and

hence it was too early for evaluation of this parameter.
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molecular profiling information Progression-Free Survival
Clinical Benefit

51 metastatic colorectal cancer patients: 

67% received > 1 based on individual tumor characteristics, 

33% patients received unmatched therapies

Louie BH et al  Molecular Oncology 16 (2022)

Tumor Blood
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Scott JG et al. Lancet Oncol. 2021 Sep;22(9):1221-1229

New radiotherapy dose definition protocols
Genomic-Adjusted Radiation Dose (GARD)

Correlation with time to first recurrence and overall survival 

Omic guided radioterapy



The «omics burden»

100

Modified from F. Calvo

Of 100 cancer patients analysed with genomics

A driver alteration can be found in 60% 

50% can be treated by an appropriate drug

50% of the patients will respond to treatment

50% of these responses will be of quality

30 

60

7 
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Tumor Complexity and Heterogeneity



Radiomics

§ Not invasive

§ Repeatable

§ Analyzes entire tumor volume 

§ Uses already available diagnostic

exams

§ Cheap



E. J. Limkin et al. Ann Oncol. 2017 Jun 1;28(6):1191-120



Do we know the meaning of radiomics features?Can we really take clinical decisions basing on radiomics features? 

No, but we can start integrating them in multivariable
predictive models



Radiomics

Dinapoli al. - IJROBP - 2018



Hybrid Machine

DELTA RADIOMICS



Boldrini et al, La Radiologia Medica 2019

Early regression index

2020

AUC = 0.93

pCR prediction during treatment

2° week

MR-LINAC

Hybrid machine
Simulation



Chiloiro!et!al. BMC Cancer           (2022) 22:67  
https://doi.org/10.1186/s12885-021-09158-9

STUDY PROTOCOL

THUNDER 2: THeragnostic Utilities 
for!Neoplastic DisEases of!the!Rectum by!MRI 
guided radiotherapy
Giuditta Chiloiro, Davide Cusumano, Luca Boldrini, Angela Romano* , Lorenzo Placidi, Matteo Nardini, 
Elisa Meldolesi, Brunella Barbaro, Claudio Coco, Antonio Crucitti, Roberto Persiani, Lucio Petruzziello, 
Riccardo Ricci, Lisa Salvatore, Luigi Sofo, Sergio Alfieri, Riccardo Manfredi, Vincenzo Valentini and 
Maria Antonietta Gambacorta 

Abstract 
Background: Neoadjuvant chemoradiation therapy (nCRT) is the standard treatment modality in locally advanced 
rectal cancer (LARC). Since response to radiotherapy (RT) is dose dependent in rectal cancer, dose escalation may 
lead to higher complete response rates. The possibility to predict patients who will achieve complete response (CR) 
is fundamental. Recently, an early tumour regression index (ERI) was introduced to predict pathological CR (pCR) after 
nCRT in LARC patients.

The primary endpoints will be the increase of CR rate and the evaluation of feasibility of delta radiomics-based predic-
tive MRI guided Radiotherapy (MRgRT) model.

Methods: Patients a!ected by LARC cT2-3, N0-2 or cT4 for anal sphincter involvement N0-2a, M0 without high risk 
features will be enrolled in the trial. Neoadjuvant CRT will be administered using MRgRT. The initial RT treatment will 
consist in delivering 55 Gy in 25 fractions on Gross Tumor Volume (GTV) plus the corresponding mesorectum and 
45 Gy in 25 fractions on the drainage nodes. Chemotherapy with 5-fluoracil (5-FU) or oral capecitabine will be admin-
istered continuously.

A 0.35 Tesla MRI will be acquired at simulation and every day during MRgRT. At fraction 10, ERI will be calculated: if ERI 
will be inferior than 13.1, the patient will continue the original treatment; if ERI will be higher than 13.1 the treatment 
plan will be reoptimized, intensifying the dose to the residual tumor at the  11th fraction to reach 60.1 Gy.

At the end of nCRT instrumental examinations are to be performed in order to restage patients. In case of stable 
disease or progression, the patient will undergo surgery. In case of major or complete clinical response, conservative 
approaches may be chosen. Patients will be followed up to evaluate toxicity and quality of life.

The number of cases to be enrolled will be 63: all the patients will be treated at Fondazione Policlinico Universitario A. 
Gemelli IRCCS in Rome.

Discussion: This clinical trial investigates the impact of RT dose escalation in poor responder LARC patients identi-
fied using ERI, with the aim of increasing the probability of CR and consequently an organ preservation benefit in this 
group of patients.

© The Author(s) 2022. Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which 
permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the 
original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons licence, and indicate if changes were made. The images or 
other third party material in this article are included in the article’s Creative Commons licence, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line 
to the material. If material is not included in the article’s Creative Commons licence and your intended use is not permitted by statutory 
regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this 
licence, visit http:// creat iveco mmons. org/ licen ses/ by/4. 0/. The Creative Commons Public Domain Dedication waiver (http:// creat iveco 
mmons. org/ publi cdoma in/ zero/1. 0/) applies to the data made available in this article, unless otherwise stated in a credit line to the data.

Open Access

*Correspondence:  angela.romano1@guest.policlinicogemelli.it
Fondazione Policlinico Universitario “A. Gemelli” IRCCS, Largo Agostino 
Gemelli 8, 00168 Rome, Italy

ACTIONABLE prediction (iOGRT)

Adaptive decision based on 

- On-board 0.35 T imaging 
- Response prediction model
- Radiomics Chiloiro et al BMC Cancer 2022 

active trial  NCT04815694



Innovation Hype: Omic

Radiomic

Omic driven oncology

Omic Driven RT



• TASK REPLACEMENT
To do quicker (and better) what humans can already do

• DECISION SUPPORT 
To do what humans can not do

Rationale for using AI in healthcare



First Contact Restaging After surgery

How AI may support MTD?



PREPARATION TIME: task replacement

Hammer. JCO Clinical Cancer Informatics 2020

Breast: 28%
GI: 23%
ENT: 33%

Mean PREPARATION TIME REDUCTION per PTS

Roche Molecular Systems, Santa Clara, CA 



PATIENTS PRIORITIZATION: task replacement

Macchia G. Frontier Oncol 2022

SMART CLINICAL ASSISTANT



SMART VIRTUAL ASSISTANT

PATIENTS PRIORITIZATION

Macchia G. AIRO 2021



to report real-time every available clinical trial 
and support clinician in matchmaking single
patients with existing trials

Cesario A. et al. J Pers Med. 2021.27;11(4):244 

ACCESS TO CURE: task replacement

DIGITAL RESEARCH ASSISTANT



CLINICAL DECISION based on AI and BIG DATA



DIGITAL AVATAR - SURGICAL COMPLICATIONS  



Innovation Hype: AI

Task Replacement

Decision Supportive Systems



‘If you are not failing everynow and again, it’s a sign

you’re not doing anything very innovative’

Woody Allen


